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While My Sister Sleeps
In Shakespeare and the Dawn of Modern Science, renowned astronomy expert Peter Usher expands upon his allegorical
interpretation of Hamlet and analyzes four more plays, Love's Labour's Lost, Cymbeline, The Merchant of Venice, and The
Winter's Tale. With painstaking thoroughness, he dissects the plays and reveals that, contrary to current belief,
Shakespeare was well aware of the scientific revolutions of his time. Moreover, Shakespeare imbeds in the allegorical
subtext information on the appearances of the Sun, Moon, planets, and stars that he could not have known without
telescopic aid, yet these plays appeared coeval with or prior to the commonly accepted date of 1610 for the invention and
first use of the astronomical telescope. Dr. Usher argues that an early telescope, the so-called perspective glass, was the
likely means for the acquisition of these data. This device was invented by the mathematician Leonard Digges, whose
grandson of the same name contributed poems to the First and Second Folio editions of Shakespeare's plays. Shakespeare
and the Dawn of Modern Science is an important addition to literature, history, and science collections as well as to
personal libraries.

Studies in Judaism
This one-of-a-kind reference will unlock a world of listening possibilities. Contains the largest, most accurate source of
services, frequencies, call signs and user IDs on the 25 MHz to 2110 MHz radio spectrum. Makes it easy for radio
professionals and hobbyists alike to tune in and listen to the confidential communications of the FBI, Secret Service,
National Parks, Forest Service, Drug Enforcement Administration, and other agencies.
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Viking Families and Farms
Nerriga on the Wool Road
The best selections from America's oldest and most respected student-edited architectural journal, accompanied by
historical and critical commentary.

Ordinary in Brighton?: LGBT, Activisms and the City
Eleven-year-old Sport Rocque is living a happy life, keeping his father?s absentmindedness under control, and managing
the family budget. When Kate, Sport?s new?and nice?stepmother enters the picture, things couldn?t be better. Then comes
the news: Sport?s wealthy grandfather has just died and Sport is a multimillionaire. But millions of dollars equals millions of
problems, as Sport soon discovers when his mother returns and kidnaps him to double her share of the inheritance! Life at
the Plaza Hotel is no fun when you?re a prisoner. Will Sport manage to return his life to normal? Praise for Harriet the Spy®
and Her Friends Harriet the Spy® “Harriet is . . . wholly relatable whether you’re eleven or several times that
age.”—EW.com Harriet Spies Again By Louise Fitzhugh and Helen Ericson Winner of the Edgar Award for Best Juvenile Novel
“Ericson has perfectly captured the voice and pacing of Fitzhugh’s original novel in a seamless rendering of a fresh,
enjoyable story for today’s readers.” —School Library Journal Harriet the Spy, Double Agent By Louise Fitzhugh and Maya
Gold “Harriet the Spy is back, and Gold does a credible job of maintaining the special character and her crusty charm.”
—Booklist The Long Secret [STAR] “Written with subtlety, compassion, and [Louise Fitzhugh’s] remarkable ability to see
inside the minds of children.” —School Library Journal, Starred Sport [STAR] “A worthy successor to Harriet the Spy—and
that is high tribute.” —Booklist, Starred

Benjamin Franklin
Discusses the Viking gods and the preparations for life after death.

The feet of the messenger
Highly acclaimed for its comprehensive coverage of the aviation industries and their products, from the turn of the century
to the present, this popular series includes an abundance of photos and highly accurate line drawings. Each volume
provides fascinating evaluations of aircraft design and construction and complete histories of aircraft manufacturers.
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Building Badger
Crankshaft
Trading was an essential part of life, even before Norsemen became Vikings.

Re-reading Perspecta
Mallard Fillmore lampoons everything from political correctness to Phil, Oprah, and Geraldo to our government's insatiable
appetite for spending our money. His marvelous supporting cast includes wickedly wonderful cariacatures of everyone
who's anyone, from Hollywood to D.C. to Arkansas.

Color Atlas of Sexual Assault
As teachers around the world deal with the challenges of inclusive education, they must find effective ways of enhancing
their classroom teaching methods. What Really Works in Special and Inclusive Education presents teachers with a range of
evidence-based strategies they can immediately put into practice in their classrooms. This unique book will be an
invaluable resource for educators who may not have the time or the inclination to engage with theory-heavy research, but
who wish to ensure that their teaching strategies are up-to-the-minute and proven to be the most effective best practices.
Each of the 27 strategies that this book comprises has a substantial research base, a strong theoretical rationale and clear
guidelines on their implementation, as well as cautionary advice where necessary. In this new second edition, David
Mitchell, a leading writer in special and inclusive education, continues to break new ground with revised and updated
strategies based on evidence from the most recent studies in the field. From the myriad of related research available, only
those studies with genuine potential for improving the practices of teachers and schools have been included, with the aim
of facilitating high-quality learning and social outcomes for all learners in schools. Updates to this new edition include: four
new chapters, on response to intervention, universal design for learning, inter-agency cooperation and one on the Finnish
education system over 350 new references an even wider international focus, including evidence drawn from Asia
references to recent developments in neuroscience a new companion website, with extra case studies, links to further
reading, journal articles and videos, and an interactive quiz, at www.routledge.com/cw/mitchell This book will be essential
reading for anyone with a vocational or academic interest in evidence-based special educational needs teaching strategies,
whether a student in initial teacher education or a qualified classroom teacher, teacher educator, educational psychologist,
special needs coordinator, parent, consultant or researcher. David Mitchell is an Adjunct Professor in the College of
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Education, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, and a consultant in inclusive education. ‘This is the book I
wish I had written, synthesizing an enormous literature focused on special needs students. It is robust, it is readable, and it
is your right-hand resource. A stunner of a book.’ –Professor John Hattie, University of Melbourne, author of Visible Learning

Descartes' Discourse on Method
Mallard Fillmore-Shakespeare and the Dawn of Modern Science
Tool handbook

Hollywood and Hitler, 1933-1939
Much like Greek and Roman mythology, Norse myths are still with us. Famous storytellers from JRR Tolkien to Neil Gaiman
have drawn their inspiration from the long-haired, mead-drinking, marauding and pillaging Vikings. Their creator is a
thirteenth-century Icelandic chieftain by the name of Snorri Sturluson. Like Homer, Snorri was a bard, writing down and
embellishing the folklore and pagan legends of medieval Scandinavia. Unlike Homer, Snorri was a man of the world—a wily
political power player, one of the richest men in Iceland who came close to ruling it, and even closer to betraying it In Song
of the Vikings, award-winning author Nancy Marie Brown brings Snorri Sturluson's story to life in a richly textured narrative
that draws on newly available sources.

Master Frequency File
Bound set of Getting Started in Boats, from WoodenBoat magazine, issues 1-20. Each issue is 8 pages, with topics like
Building the Lumberyard Skiff, to Building the Peace Canoe, Flat bottomed skiffs, strip planking, small boat shapes, annual
painting, wood selection, home boatshops, reading boat plans, and more.

A Prognostication Everlasting
Looks at what life was like for those who were not on an expedition, including Viking houses and farms, the roles of men
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and women, slavery, and what Viking feasts were like.

The Viking Age
A critical visual aid in the accurate physical diagnosis of sexual abuse, this book focuses on the adult female, ranging
through normal, nonsexual/indeterminate etiology, and sexual abuse findings. Case analyses and examination techniques
are detailed. Separate sections deal with children, adult males, and older adults.

The Third Wall of Jerusalem
Haunted London Pubs
London is a historical city full of mysteries and curiosities, and is home to many of England’s oldest and quirky pubs. It
comes as no surprise that these pubs have a great deal more than their fair share of ghosts, phantoms, and ghouls! A
menacing ghostly soldier lurks in Mayfair’s Grenadier pub; the hooves of Dick Turpin’s Black Bess can be heard galloping up
to the Spaniard’s Inn at Hampstead; a scary nun does the rounds at the Horns in Bermondsey; and many people have heard
the voices of long-dead drinkers killed when the King’s Arms in Peckham Rye was blitzed. Combining some well-known
stories with others that are long-forgotten, this fascinating book delves into the rich tapestry of London’s pub history, with a
perfect mix of the past, folklore, popular culture, and the supernatural.

Lamp at Midnight
As voters articulate their judgments of the parties and leaders in their fifth democratic election, Election 2014 South Africa:
The Campaigns, Results & Future Prospects provides a platform for in-depth discussion and analysis of party campaigns,
voting patterns, and election results of the 2014 general elections. Following the tradition of previous volumes that cover
South Africa's national and provincial elections since 1994, this book draws on the expertise of renowned authors to cover
important aspects of the election, including the major political party campaigns, the media's coverage of the campaigns,
the latest trends in political participation and party fortunes, gender dynamics, the black middle class, as well as insights
into the voter and public opinion on the eve of the election. Readers are presented with more than a mere study of a single
election; they are also presented with a contemporary understanding of electoral politics and democracy in South Africa
over two democratic decades and reflections on how elections strengthen the quality and prospects for democracy.
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How to Tune the Secret Shortwave Spectrum
From Pensacola to Jacksonville to the Everglades, fishing by paddle craft in the Sunshine State offers seemingly endless
journeys. Whether in the cypress dugouts of the Calusa, Dimock's wood-and-canvas tarpon fishing canoe or modern
fiberglass and plastic, humans have been paddle fishing in Florida for thousands of years. Sprinkling colorful history
throughout, author John Kumiski highlights the state's best paddle fishing destinations, both freshwater and saltwater,
including the bass of Farm 13, the redfish and trout along the Big Bend Paddling Trail and the snook and tarpon of the
Everglades. Learn the locales and what to do when you get there, including launch points, shuttles, rentals, tackle,
techniques and more.

Beth and Baby Jill Phonics Reader
Viking Raiders and Traders
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Once again New York Times bestselling author Barbara Delinsky brings us a masterful family
portrait, filled with thought-provoking insights into how emotions affect the decisions we make and how letting go can be
the hardest thing to do and the greatest expression of love all at the same time. Molly and Robin Snow are sisters in the
prime of life. So when Molly receives the news that Robin has suffered a massive heart attack, the news couldn't be more
shocking. At the hospital, the Snow family receives a grim prognosis: Robin may never regain consciousness. Feelings of
guilt and jealousy flare up as Robin's family struggles to cope. It's up to Molly to make the tough decisions, and she soon
makes discoveries that shatter some of her most cherished beliefs about the sister she thought she knew. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Manual on Mushroom Cultivation
Getting Started in Boats
A little baby looks for his dreidel, which has gone missing on Hanukkah, in a book with objects hidden beneath the flaps.

Where Is Baby's Dreidel?
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Air Forces of the World
The books in this series examine different aspects of Viking Life and how the era of the Vikings influenced life in Britain and
the rest of the world.

Fishing Florida by Paddle: An Angler's Guide
What Really Works in Special and Inclusive Education
A phonetic reader about th Digraphs.

Song of the Vikings
Ordinary in Brighton? offers the first large scale examination of the impact of the UK equalities legislation on lesbian, gay,
bi- and trans (LGBT) lives, and the effects of these changes on LGBT political activism. Using the participatory research
project, Count Me In Too, this book investigates the material issues of social/spatial injustice that were pertinent for some but not all- LGBT people, and explores activisms working in partnership that operated with/within the state. Ordinary in
Brighton? explores the unevenly felt consequences of assimilation and inclusion in a city that was compelled to provide a
place (literally and figuratively) for LGBT people. Brighton itself is understood to be exceptional, and exploring this specific
location provides insights into how place operates as constitutive of lives and activisms. Despite its placing as ’the gay
capital’ and its long history as a favoured location of LGBT people, there is very little academic or popular literature
published about this city. This book offers insights into the first decade of the 21st century when sexual and gender
dissidents supposedly became ordinary here, rather than exceptional and transgressive. It argues that geographical
imaginings of this city as the ’gay capital’ formed activisms that sought positive social change for LGBT people. The
possibilities of legislative change and urban inclusivities enabled some LGBT people to live ordinary lives, but this potential
existed in tension with normalisations and exclusions. Alongside the necessary critiques, Ordinary in Brighton? asks for
conceptualisations of the creative and co-operative possibilities of ordinariness. The book concludes by differentiating the
exclusionary ideals of normalisation from the possibilities of ordinariness, which has the potential to render a range of
people not only in-place, but commonplace. All royalties from this book will be donated to Allsorts Youth Project, Brighton &
Hove LGBT Switchboa

A history of modern Hebrew literature
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General Dynamics Aircraft and Their Predecessors
One of the last places you'd expect to find fun is in an elementary-school janitor's cleaning closet. Creator Jef Mallett has
given life to Renaissance man/janitor Edwin Frazier, better known as "Frazz," who took the job at Bryson Elementary School
when he was a struggling songwriter. He then surprised everyone by sticking around after selling his first hit song; the
school will never be the same. Frazz: Live from Bryson Elementary features the diverse cast of charming characters Frazz
readers have come to love. There's eight-year-old budding genius Caulfield. He's a constant thorn in the side of burned-out
third-grade teacher Mrs. Olsen, who still remembers having Frazz in her class more than 20 years ago. Caulfield needs Frazz
to challenge him as he remarks, "School would be OK if it didn't interfere so much with my education." Hilariously naive
Principal Spaetzle wants to be like Frazz, and first-grade teacher (and first-rate babe!) Miss Plainwell is getting to know him
better. And the kids at Bryson Elementary can't get enough of him! Live from Bryson Elementary is the first Frazz collection
and will leave fans begging for more.

Sport
Gift of Rabbi W. Gunther Plaut.

Viking Life. Homes
The behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood’s struggle with Nazism before the outbreak of war. The abundance of WWII-era
documentaries and the huge cache of archival footage that has emerged since 1945 make it seem as if cinematic images of
the Nazis were always as vivid and plentiful as they are today. Yet between 1933 and 1939, representations of the Nazis
and the full meaning of Nazism came slowly to Hollywood, growing more distinct and ominous only as the decade wore on.
Recapturing what ordinary Americans saw on the screen during the emerging Nazi threat, Thomas Doherty reclaims
forgotten films, such as Hitler’s Reign of Terror (1934), a pioneering anti-Nazi docu-drama by Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.; I Was
a Captive of Nazi Germany (1936), a sensational true tale of “a Hollywood girl in Naziland!”; and Professor Mamlock (1938),
an anti-Nazi film made by German refugees living in the Soviet Union. Doherty also recounts how the disproportionately
Jewish backgrounds of the executives of the studios.

Elections 2014
A set of 25 books for fifth grade students reading above fifth grade reading level. These are leveled readers, or reading
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recovery readers for use in tutoring children using controlled vocabulary. Each story is 2040 to 3370 words.

Frazz
In this extensively revised third edition of The Viking Age: A Reader, Somerville and McDonald successfully bring the Vikings
and their world to life for twenty-first-century students and instructors. The diversity of the Viking era is revealed through
the remarkable range and variety of sources presented as well as the geographical and chronological coverage of the
readings. The third edition has been reorganized into fifteen chapters. Many new sources have been added, including
material on gender and warrior women, and a completely new final chapter traces the continuing cultural influence of the
Vikings to the present day. into the twenty-first century. The use of visual material has been expanded significantly, and
updated maps illustrate historical developments throughout the Viking Age. The NorseEnglish translations of Norse texts,
many of them new to this collection, are straightforward and easily accessible, while chapter introductions contextualize the
readings.

Viking Gods and Legends
Popularized by the bestselling Voyaging on a Small Income, the Badger design of Benford sailing dories is fully dissected in
the comprehensive guide to its conception, design, and construction. With sections by a skilled Badger builder, the in-depth,
how-to includes detailed architectural plans of each boat for DIY enthusiasts, while commentary reveals the designer's logic
behind the idea, the sailing capabilities and clever innovations of the boat, and builder's tips on choosing the best tools and
materials to execute the plan. Featured boats include the twin keel cutter, the Baby Badger, and the sailing dory Donna,
among others.
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